Previous error analysis for the cell vertex scheme has been limited to situations where the cell residuals can be set to zero. However, in practical use for compressible ow computations it is necessary to extend the method by the use of distribution matrices and the careful addition of arti cial viscosity terms. In this paper we make a start on the error analysis that is required for this more general method. The chosen example is a one-dimensional convection-di usion problem with an expansion critical or turning point.
Introduction
Consider approximating the vector of unknowns w(x;y) which satisfy the system of conservation laws @f @x + @g @y = S; (1.1) together with appropriate boundary conditions. When f f(w) and g g(w), a rst order system of equations results which may be of hyperbolic type, of elliptic type or of mixed type; examples are given by the Euler equations for steady, inviscid, compressible gas ow or the unsteady St. Venant equations describing one-dimensional river ow. In both examples one of the most useful and practical schemes of approximation consists of associating the unknowns with the vertices of a mesh (quadrilateral or rectangular in the two cases), applying Gauss' theorem to each cell of the mesh, and using the trapezoidal rule along each edge to approximate the resulting line integrals. For the unsteady, onedimensional hyperbolic system this is called the box di erence scheme and is associated with the names of Wendro 14] , Preissmann 12] and Thom ee 13]; for the steady Euler equations it is called the cell vertex nite volume method and has been advocated and developed by Ni 11] , Hall 3 ], Morton and Paisley 8] and many others subsequently.
A second order equation system is obtained when f f(w;rw) and g g (w; rw), as would be the case for the Navier{Stokes equations of viscous uid ow or for any system of convection-di usion equations. Then two extensions are possible: one can introduce a subsidiary equation system Z = rw and approximate this by the same scheme, as was done by Keller and Cebeci, for the boundary layer equations; or one can recover an approximation to rw at each vertex for direct substitution into the ux functions f and g and the same cell vertex equations as in the rst order case, as has been developed in 6], 1] and subsequent papers. The latter is the more generally applicable scheme as it can deal with the complete range of problems, for example, corresponding to all values of the dimensionless P eclet number which parametrises the relative importance of convective and di usive phenomena. Thus if is a typical mesh cell and R ( ) denotes the discrete operator on that cell that is derived from (1.1) in the manner described above, the basic cell vertex scheme gives an approximation W by setting R (W) = 0 8 ; (1.2) which are called the cell residual equations. If we write F i for the approximation to f(w;rw) obtained at the vertex x i = (x i ; y i ) from W and the recovered gradient, then with the vertices of numbered 1,2,3,4 in anticlockwise order we have There is a predominant di culty with this cell vertex scheme, however, which occurs with both rst order and second order equations; namely, the natural association of the unknowns with the vertices and the equations with the cells means that it is often not possible to ensure that there are equal numbers of each after boundary conditions have been applied. Hence, in order to compute approximations to the Euler or Navier{Stokes equations, it is normal practice to form nodal residuals at each vertex corresponding to an unknown vector W i by combining the cell residuals from neighbouring cells, and then possibly applying some arti cial viscosity or arti cial dissipation; the equations that are actually solved then take the form Unfortunately, all of the error analysis that has been carried out for the cell vertex scheme applies only to situations where the simple form (1.2) can be used. The purpose of this paper is to initiate the analysis that has to be used when the more general form (1.4) is needed.
R (W)
Distribution matrices are required when the number of cell equations (1.2) together with the boundary conditions exceed the number of unknowns, so that some of the cell residuals have to be combined. Arti cial viscosity terms are needed when the opposite situation occurs and the number of equations is too few. Furthermore, the averaging along a cell edge that leads to the cell residual (1.3) means that the cell equations (1.2) su er from the spurious chequer-board mode; and the averaging involved in the use of distribution matrices can also introduce further spurious modes. Thus the arti cial viscosity is also required to control these modes.
Some of these phenomena can be studied even with one-dimensional problems, and this is the subject of this paper. By adopting the general form (1.4) even for the simple cases when the distribution matrices and arti cial viscosity terms are not needed, we avoid the problem of having too few equations; then the wellposedness of the system reduces to establishing a coercivity condition, typically of the form (N(U) ? N(V);U ? V) 2 kU ? Vk 2 h (1.5) where ( ; ) is the l 2 inner product and k k h is some suitable discrete norm.
We begin with the consideration of a pure convection problem with an expansion critical point or turning point. This can be dealt with in the form (1.2) by splitting the cell residual for the turning point cell, as in 9]; but in section 2 we use the form (1.4) and establish coercivity by appropriate choices of distribution factors and arti cial dissipation terms. Then in section 3 we add di usion to this problem. The coercivity analysis of Morton and Stynes 10] was valid in this case only for a mesh that became more re ned in the ow direction, and this is an awkward restriction. However, in 2] it was shown that the method has second order accuracy on any mesh, so in this section we show how a small amount of arti cial dissipation could be used to establish coercivity on any mesh. Finally, in section 4 we consider the e ect on the accuracy of the scheme of adding these terms to the simple formulation given by (1.2) and (1.3).
2 Coercivity for pure convection at an expansion critical point
In conservation law form the convection-di usion problem in one dimension can be written
? (au 0 ) 0 + (bu) 0 = S on (0; 1):
We can suppose that a(x) is strictly positive and interest is focussed on problems which are uniformly well posed as ! 0. In the absence of turning points, e.g. The cell vertex method generally gives an accurate monotone approximation in a boundary layer; and the accuracy of the scheme in the absence of turning points has been thoroughly analysed in 7] and 10]. Here we extend the latter analysis to the turning point problem described above when = 0; the case of > 0 will be dealt with in the next section. Since in this section we consider only the limiting case ! 0, the form of recovery used to obtain U 0 j is irrelevant. In going to the more general formulation of ( 1.4) we will use upwind distribution factors for all but the k th cell; that is, we set D j? for the boundary points we need to set h 0 = h 1 ; h J+1 = h J and R ? 1 2 = R J+ 1 2 = 0 here. We will leave until later the speci cation of the arti cial viscosity terms, and we will denote by N 0 i (U) the nodal residuals with these terms set to zero, as well as = 0.
In order to demonstrate coercivity, we introduce the inner product (2.12) the coercivity of which can be best studied with the form given in the following lemma. Here ? and + are the usual backward and forward undivided di erence operators. Lemma 2.1 For the bilinear form without arti cial viscosity, we have
(2.13) Proof The terms under the summation signs in (2.12) can be broken up to give, for example,
with a similar sum to the right of the turning point. With s k? 1 2 = 0, the terms in 2B 0 (V; V ) associated with the k th cell are then just
which gives all the terms in (2. which cannot be made positive de nite by any choice of s k? 1 2 . Thus we consider the addition of arti cial viscosity, both second order and fourth order; note that in the latter case it is more commonly referred to as arti cial dissipation. As used for modelling the Navier{Stokes equations in 1], the terms for substituting in (2.9) have the form For simplicity, we suppose that (2) and (4) This gives the result of (2.23) and (2.24), which is only changed when > 1 by the change in sign of s. 2 We have introduced absolute value signs in the denominators of (2. However, fourth order dissipation is to be preferred because of its smaller e ect on the smooth solution that is generally expected for the present problem.
We show in the following lemma how it also can restore coercivity to B c (V; V ). Now this is in exactly the same form as was obtained using second order arti cial dissipation, and leading to the inequality (2.23). Noting that the right-hand side of (2.23) is just (Rh k ) ? note that the dissipation can be spread more widely if these conditions cannot be met. We shall use these lower bounds in the error analysis of section 4. If arti cial dissipation is to be applied more generally, as is often needed for more complex problems, its form and the variation of its coe cients needs to be considered more carefully, for example whether it should be based on divided rather than undivided di erences. This will not be a major consideration in the present paper. In the next two sections, however, where the e ect of arti cial dissipation on the coercivity of dissipation terms and on the truncation error are considered, we will need to take account of the wider application of such terms.
3 Coercivity of di usion terms on a general mesh In 7] an energy analysis of the error obtained with a rst order approximation to the di usive uxes a j U 0 j in (2.6) was carried out on a general mesh. And in 10] a similar analysis was performed with a second order approximation on a mesh that was restricted to be graded in the ow direction, i.e. b j > 0 8j ) h j h j+1 .
However, it has been shown by Garc a-Archilla and Mackenzie 2] that this latter scheme is second order convergent even on a random mesh. In this section we will therefore show how the addition of arti cial viscosity can be used to render this scheme coercive on any mesh.
For simplicity we will apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at both x = 0 and x = 1, so the nodal residual equations (2.9) are used to determine all the unknown nodal values as in the pure convection case; only the more general de nition of the cell residuals given by (2.6) need to be substituted in (2.9), and here we shall assume that a j = 1 8j. The de nitions of (2.10) and ( (3.10) Assuming each c j is positive, the necessary and su cient condition for this domination to hold is that Suppose we take s = 1 and k = 1, thus extending the upwinding on the right down to the turning point cell and making d k = 0. Then (3.11) reduces to However, the main practical interest is in the coercivity of the second order accurate scheme that is obtained by using this formula everywhere; that is, by interpolating a quadratic to U j?1 ; U j ; U j+1 at each triplet of mesh points in order to obtain U 0 j , which gives j = h j =(h j + h j+1 ); 1 ? j = h j+1 =(h j + h j+1 ): (3.14) This in turn gives for the coe cients (3.6) and (3.7) in the quadratic form (3.5) This implies that no arti cial dissipation is needed here if the mesh is decreasing towards the boundary, as was shown by Morton and Stynes 10]; a similar result holds for j k ? 2. However, for the following lemma we will use the obviously su cient condition 1 2d j . Note that so far we have been imprecise about the boundary conditions for the arti cial dissipation, and have previously assumed that it was set to zero near the boundaries. However, for the present purposes it is clearly convenient to apply it to every cell by satisfying (3.23). It is easily checked that this can be achieved by setting 2 V 0 = 0 = 2 V J in its de nition, and that then all the summing by parts that has been applied is valid. Thus in (3.23), (3.24) and below it is understood that j = 1; 2; : : : ; J. is inconvenient where the mesh is very ne. This strongly suggests that divided di erences should be used in de ning the arti cial dissipation, instead of (2.14).
Coercivity-based error bounds
We denote the linear interpolant of the exact solution u of (2.1) by u I , the di erence U ?u I by E and the gradient recovery error u 0 (x j )?(u I ) 0 j by j . Then since the cell vertex approximation is given by N(U) = 0, we obtain from (2. with the notational convention at the boundaries as described above. We conclude by combining these expressions with the bounds derived in sections 3 and 4 to give the following result.
Theorem 4.1 Suppose the cell vertex method de ned by (2.9), (2.7) and (2.26)
is applied to the expansion critical point problem given by (2.1) and (2.2). Then the addition of fourth order arti cial dissipation to satisfy (2.40) and (3.26) enforces coercivity on any mesh and yields the following error bound kEk h 4 k k + d u I
] + c u I k ; (4.10) 
